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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many observed time series in the physical and social sciences are well modelled by scalar and also 
by multidimensional linear stochastic models. Autoregression (AR) time series with root of the 
characteristic equation one or close to one (nearly unstable case) have been the subject of much 
recent attention in the statistical and in the econometrics literature. The main reason for this 
is that the unit root hypothesis of considerable interest in applications. Special problems are 
there to solve in case of complex root pairs; see, e.g., [1-3]. We also refer to the recent paper of 
Pap and van Zuijlen [4]. 
In this paper--having the fact in sight that all scalar valued AR(d) processes can be written 
as a d-dimensional vector valued AR(1) process--we xamine the vector valued autoregressive 
processes. More precisely, we give a method--applicable for making selection of two very similar 
models--as a solution of the hypothesis testing problem for the multidimensional early unstable 
AR processes. We prove that under the assumption ofGaussian innovation, the limit distribution 
of the likelihood ratio statistic an be obtained as the Radon-Nikodym derivative of measures 
generated by simple continuous time processes. In this manner, we point at the right connection 
between the discrete and continuous time processes, also. As an application of our result, we 
examine the complex AR(1) process. The proof of the theorem isbased on the method introduced 
by Kormos and Piterbarg [5]. 
2. MAIN  RESULT  
For an orthogonal matrix Q, there exists a unique matrix A such that 
Q=e A. 
Clearly, A is a skew-symmetric matrix, i.e., A* = -A. For c~ E R we shall use the notation 
Qa = eaA. Obviously Qa is again an orthogonal matrix. 
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Consider a discrete time d-dimensional first order autoregressive AR(1) model 
Xk = BXk-1 + Uk, k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n; Xo = O, (1) 
where (Uk} is an i.i.d, sequence of d-dimensional standard Gaussian vectors. We consider the 
hypothesis 
H0 : B = I, 
where I denotes the unit matrix, against he alternative 
H1 : B = e-'y/nQ -1/n = e -('~l+A)/n, 
where Q is an orthogonal matrix, represented in the form Q = e A with a skew-symmetric ma- 
trix A. 
THEOREM. Let P(o n) and p~n) be the distribution of (X1,. . . ,  Xn) when the hypothesis or the 
alternative is true, respectively. Then 
log~(X~,...,xn) v ((-yI+A)Z~,~)+ ((-rI+A)Z~,(~I+A)Z~)dt, (2) 
as n ---* c~, where ~ denotes convergence in distribution, and in the case when Ho is true, 
Zt = Wt is the standard d-dimensional Wiener process; and in the case when H1 is true, Zt is 
the AR(1) or Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process defined by 
dZt = -(7I  + A)Zt dt + dWt, Zo = 0. (3) 
REMARK.  Actually, 
dlP(o n) dlPw 
log ~?) (x l ,  .... x . )  ~-L log ~z(z , ) ,  
where ~w and Pz are the measures generated on C[0, 1] by the standard Wiener process and the 
above Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, respectively. 
3. PREL IMINARIES  
We shall use the following simple lemma on the distribution of quadratic forms of Gaussian 
vectors. 
LEMMA 1. Let V1, . . . ,  Vk be a sequence of independent d-dimensional Gaussian vectors with 
E~ = 0, EVjVj* = ~j, j = 1 , . . . , k .  Let C = (cij) be a symmetric k x k matrix and Q an 
orthogonal d x d matrix such that Q~j = EjQ, j = 1, . . . ,  k. Then 
k k k k 
Z Z e Z Z 
i-=--I j= l  i----1 j= l  
where ~ denotes equality in distribution. In other words, the distribution of the above quadratic 
form is independent of the choice of Q. 
PROOF. The moment generating function of the quadratic form is 
("  } Ee~p t ~ ~ ~jWQJ- '~ = (Det(I - 2tD(Q))) -~/~ ,
( i=1 j=l 
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where D(Q) is the block matrix 
CllI  cl2Q ... Clk~ k-1 
D(Q) = c12Q-1 c22I "'" C2k(~k-2 1 
ClkQ -k+l c2kQ -k+2 .. .  CkkI ] 
Consequently the distribution of the quadratic form depends only on the eigenvalues of the 
matrix D(Q). Clearly 
D(Q) = Q-1D(I)Q, 
where / I0-.. ) 
0 Q ... °0 
Q ~_. ° o o. 
0 0 ... Qk-1 
is an orthogonal matrix, thus the eigenvalues of D(Q) and D(I) coincide• 
Now, we prove a statement about he limiting behaviour of the autoregressive model in case H0 
and H1. 
LEMMA 2. Let us consider the processes 
Z~n) 1 = ~X[n, ] ,  t E [0,1]. 
I f  the hypothesis Ho is true, then 
L2- lim Z~ n) = Wt, uniformly in t E [0, 1], 
where L2- lim denotes limit in mean square. If the alternative H1 is true, then 
L2- lim Z~ ~) = Zt, uniformly in t E [0, 1], 
where Z,, t E [0,1] is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process defined by 
dZt = -('71 + A)Zt at + dW,, Zo = O. 
k PROOF. If the hypothesis Ho is true, then Xk = ~j= l  Uj, thus 
Z~.)= 1 [nt] [nt] 
- = wt , , , l / . .  
j=l j=1 
If the alternative HI is true, then 
Xk -- e-( 'yl+A)/nXk-1 = Uk, 
thus 
Zk(n _ e_(.yi + A)/n z ( , )  1 
/n  (k -1 ) /n  -~  ~ vk -~"  (Wk'/" - -  W(k-1) /n )  . 
For the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, we have 
f 
k/n 
Zk/ .  -- Z(k-O/ .  = --('~I + A) Zt dt + Wk/n - W(k-z)/ . .  
a(k-z)/n 
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Consequently, for the process Yt (n) = Zt - Z} n), t E [0, 1], we obtain 
Yk n) --e-(TI+A)/ny(n) : ( f  - -e -(T,+A)/n) Ztdt  /n (k-1)ln Z(k-1)ln -- (7 [ "~ A) fk /n  
J (k-1)/n 
= Zk/n - e-( 'Y1+a)/nz(k-aI/n -- (Wk/n  - W(k-x)/n) • 
It is known that the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process can be represented as follows: 
I' Zt = e -('Y1+A)(t-s) dI'Vs. 
Thus 
kin -- (k-X)/n a(k-1)ln 
are independent Gaussian vectors with zero mean. 
We have 
k 
yk(") = ~ e-("+a)(k-~)/"A~ "  n  "
j= l  
Using Lemma 1, we obtain 
k k 
(v.(n)~ *E(.  ) 
(A , )e  A t k'k/n) kin = ~e-~(2k-~- J ) /n  (n) * (j-Oa/n ('0 
i=1 j----1 
k k 
=~ Z ~ e-'(2~-'-J)/n (A , )  Aj . (n )  * (n) 
i----1 j= l  
Hence 
k 
~'k/nJ "k/n = ~"-"Ck-')/nE ~") ~n). 
i----1 
We have 
E(A~n) ) .A~n)  / i /n  (e_ (71+A)( (k_ l ) /n_S)_ l )  (e_(Tt+a)((k_l) /n_s) -- I ) *ds  
d(i-1)/n 
= 1Tr('yI + 1)(7I  + A)*n -a + o(n-a) ,  
where Tr denotes the trace. Moreover, 
k 1 - e -2"¢k /n  1 - e -2"r 1 - e -2"v Z e-27(k-i)/n _~. < -- 
i=1 1 - e-2~/n - 1 - e-2"t/n 27 n + o(n). 
Thus 
(v'(n)~ *V'(~) 
l i ra  N \ .  klnJ "kin = 0, uniformly in k E {1,. . . ,  n}, 
which implies 
L2- lim Z} n) = Zt, uniformly in t E [0, 1]. 
n--cO0 
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4. PROOF OF  THE THEOREM 
Clearly the density of the measure IF(o n) is 
fo(xl . . . .  , x.)  = (2~r) -"d/2 exp -~xlxl - -~ (xk - x k - 1 ) * ( x k  - -  xk-1)  
= (2~) -"d/~ exp - ~ x~k + ~ ~k-e  - ~ .~.  • 
k=l k=2 
Similarly the density of p~n) is 
{ 1 ( l+e-2"rln) "-1 f l  (xe, . . . , xn) = (27r) -nd/2 exp -- ~ E x~xk 
k--e 
+ ~ zle-(~r+a)/"zk-1 _ 5znz .  j" 
k=2 
Thus, we obtain 
o_1 ) 
a~(i:) ) l (e-2~/n 1)E  *x * = -- -- Xk k -- X k e -('rl+A)/n -- I Xk_ e 
log dF 2 k=l k=2 
n n--e 
: (1 -  e -'r/") E (Xk -  Xk-e)*Xk-1-k -~ + E 
k=2 k=l 
--Fe-'Y/nEX*k ( I -e -A /n )  xk_e, 
k=2 
Obviously 
1 -e  -'fin "~ + o(n_e) ' 1 (  ) .y2 = n 2 e-2"ffn - 2e-~/n + 1 = ~n 2 +o(n-2) .  
Moreover, 
) ) ) E Z~ I e -A/" Xk_ 1 E (Xk  X * * - = - k-e) +o(n  -1) xk -e+Exk\2n2  +o(n  -21 xk. 
k~2 k--2 k=l 
Using Lemma 2, we obtain in the case when the hypothesis Ho is true that 
~°) 11 ~f0 ~ /o e 111 , -~ (w~, awd + T (AN.  AWd at log dp~n  ~ (Wt, Wt) dt + {AWt, dWt) + -~ 
fo ~ l fol = ((~/I + A)Wt, dWt) + -~ (('71 + A)Wt, ('71 + A)Wt) dr. 
The logarithm of the likelihood ratio can be written also in the following form: 
dF(-) (1_ 
k=2 
n-1 [( * l(e-2~'/n 2e -'r/n 1) I] - Ex*k  1-e- '~/n)  ( I -e  -('~I+A)/") - '~  - + xk 
k=l 
k=2 
. -1  
- o - "°  z~ [(,_ o-~,,+a,,o)" _,] (I- ~-~'°) ~ 
k=l 
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Using Lemma 2 in the case when the alternative H1 is true and (3), we obtain 
d~n)  L 1 T '~/2 L1 70 1 2 ILl logdp(n) ~'  "7 (Zt,dWt) - (Zt, Zt)dt + (AZt, dWt) - (AZt, aZt)dt 
£ 
L 1 111 = ((Ts + A)Zt, dZt) + ~ ((TS + A)Z. (71+ A)Z~) dt. 
5.  EXAMPLE 
We present a 2-dimensional example. Let us consider the hypothesis 
r=~ 1')~,, r=~l)Y<., (.<1>)~ ~°'1>)~o,', (° ) Ho: : + :~2)  , k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,= ;  : , 
\ '~k-1  
against the alternative 
~,,) (c.l -=n-~)r~l) r~ ~') 
0 [y (2)  +- - - (2 )  , k= l ,2 , . . . ,n ;  




log dp~n ) ----* (3 '2 + 0 2) Z} 1) + Z} 2) dt + "t "*'-'t + -t  "*'-'t 
, t  
- t9  k~t '*-t -~t  ~- t  ) 
L 1 (7.(a),/~(2) 5~(2) t/~(1) ~ - # ~, - t  '*'-'t - "-'t '*'-'t ) ,  
,vhere (Z~ 1~, Z~ 2~) = (W2 ~, W} 2~) is the standard 2-dimen=ional Wiener p~ocess ie Ho i~ t~ue, and 
(Z} 1~, Z~ 2~) is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck pro~e~ given by (3) 
dZ} ) ( Z}l)dt ~ dw(tl) ~ (Z0(1) "~ =~.>)--(7 ::) +(=~,j :(°o) t z~ 2~dt) ' t g2~ ) 
if Hi is true. 
Another formulation of this example is the following, Let us consider a 1-dimensional first 
order complex-valued antoregre~sive model 
fk=b~k_l-~-$k, k = 1,2, . . . ,n ;  fo=0,  
where ¢~ = ~1~ + i¢~2~, ~ e C, =~ = =~1~ + ~6:~, and 6",~ =~2~, ~ = 1, . . . , ,  are independent 
1-dimensional standard Gaussian variables. We consider the hypothesis 
Ho" b-- 1, 
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against the alternative 
Hi: b=e -~/n, 
where ~ E C. 
Then 
/01 /o f log dF(n ) z~  _lel 2 ICtl 2 dt + (Re6)Re ~t d(t + (Im 61Im ~t d~t 
1 
1~01 ~01 = ~ I/~¢t 12 dt + Re t~--~t d~t, 
where ~t = Wt = W(t 1) + iW(t 2) is the standard 1-dimensional complex Wiener process if H0 is 
true, and ¢t is the complex Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process defined by 
d~t = - t~t  dt + dWt, ~o = O, 
if H1 is true (see also [6]). 
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